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INTRODUCTION

Relevance and Symptoms of Depression

Depression is a major mental disorder with a wide global 
distribution. Typically, it starts in early to mid-20s, it follows a 
relapsing and recurrent course and causes substantial impairments 
in multiple domains of life (Kessler & Bromet 2013; World Health 
Organization 2017; American Psychiatric Association 2013). The 
World Health Organization (WHO) forecasts that depression will 
be the second most burdensome disease across the world by 2020 
(Kessler & Bromet 2013; WHO 2017).

Depressive episodes present with low mood, reduced pleasure 
in previously enjoyable activities, sleep problems, increase 
or decrease in appetite and weight, lack of energy, increased 
fatigability, attention and concentration problem, psychomotor 
agitation or retardation, undue feeling of guilts, suicidal 
thoughts, which may lead to suicides (Kessler & Bromet 
2013; WHO 2017; American Psychiatric Association 2013). 
Improving the knowledge of the population on depression 
might help detect depression early.
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Abstract
Objectives: Early detection of depression has been assumed to lead to its earlier and better care. Increased depression literacy 
among the general population might play a vital role in the early and successful detection and treatment. We aimed to investigate 
depression literacy among the first year university students, to be able to compare their depression literacy with those of other 
previously investigated groups, we hypothesized that depression literacy might be different from other groups such as patients and 
other subjects from the general population. Knowledge about depression might also be different in female and male students.
Methods: This cross-sectional study was conducted among the first-year students of Jahangirnagar University, Bangladesh between 
January and May 2018. A convenience sample of 306 students was randomly identified from a list of students obtained from the 
authority. Relevant sociodemographic variables were collected. Students were interviewed using the Bangla Depression Literacy 
scale (D-Lit Bangla). This was a semi structured interview asking for the knowledge on 20 different characteristics of depression. 
Collected data were analysed to estimate the mean score and 95% confidence intervals of D-Lit Bangla scores.
Results: The mean score of the correctly identified characteristics of depression was 6.55 (95% CI = 6.31 to 6.89). Only five 
characteristics of depression were correctly identified by more than 50% participants, that is, sleep change (76.7%), feeling of guilt 
(75.2%), low self-esteem (81.8%), psychomotor changes (64.6%) and identification of famous people suffering from depression 
(66.7%). Only a very small portion of the participants correctly knew about psychotic symptoms and different options for the 
treatment of depression. There were no significant differences between male and female students in the amount and pattern of 
knowledge of depression.
Conclusions: The study revealed poor literacy status among the first-year university students of Bangladesh. Both male and female 
gender have similar amount of depression literacy.
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Health and Depression Literacy

Health literacy (HL) was introduced first in 1974 and 
subsequently it has gained admiration in global research 
(Arafat et al. 2018a). Dan Nutbeam considered typologies of HL 
namely, functional health literacy, interactive health literacy, 
and critical health literacy (Nutbeam 2008).

HL has been considered as a fundamental element of patient-
centred healthcare system and poor HL is a silent epidemic 
globally (Arafat et al. 2018a). It affects every aspect of health 
and it is well established that it plays a very important role in the 
identification of disorders, seeking help, initiatives to prevent, 
compliance of medication and so on (Arafat et al. 2017, 2018a).

Depression literacy (D-Lit) is an essential requirement to 
combat the disorder as it addresses the identification of 
depressive symptoms, receiving treatment options as well as 
making critical decisions during emergencies (Jeong et al. 2018; 
Arafat et al. 2018a). Moreover, it plays a contributory role in the 
treatment of depression as it is a chronic disorder (Arafat et al. 
2018a,b; Arafat et al. 2017). Adequate literacy in young adults 
may affect disease care, help seeking behaviour, prevention of 
further complications and reduce the sufferings in the long 
term (Arafat et al. 2018a,b).

Depression Literacy in Bangladesh

Bangladesh is a thickly populated developing country in 
southeast Asia with recent significant enhancements in the 
health and literacy sectors. Nonetheless, HL has remained 
under addressed in the country (Arafat et al. 2018b). HL, 
mental health literacy, depression literacy are newer concepts 
in Bangladesh. Newer researches are gradually coming out to 
deal with the literacy issues among the general people, where 
the population have lower HL and frequent abnormal health 
perceptions (Arafat et al. 2017; Arafat & Ahmed 2017; Arafat 
et al. 2018b). One previous comparative study reported that 
D-Lit was the highest among the medical graduates, followed 
by chronically ill patients, university graduates and depressed 
patients (Arafat et al. 2018b).

Without adequate health literacy, it is potentially impossible 
to get relevant relief from any specific disorder, which affects 
multiple domains of life chronically and somewhat silently. 
This includes depression. D-Lit Bangla is a tool to assess literacy 
on depression. It was validated by Arafat et al. in 2017 with 
the intention to assess depression literacy in Bangla speaking 
population (Arafat et al. 2017).

The present study aims to assess depression literacy among the 
first year students of a public university in Bangladesh. This will 
enable the comparison with other groups of the population who 
have been assessed with the same tool. We also hypothesized 
that the depression literacy is different by gender as this has 
been shown in other samples of the population.

METHODS

It was aimed to assess the depression literacy status among 
the first year university students in a public university of 
Bangladesh. We conducted face to face interviews with D-Lit 
Bangla to collect data on depression literacy.

Study Subjects: We selected the first-year university students 
who had completed 12 academic years. Respondents had basic 
education, were young, had not been in any specialized training, 
and thus, were unlikely to have an exposure to depression 
before.

Instrument and Assessment: Data were collected by 
administrating a semi-structured questionnaire comprising 
socio-demographic variables and D-Lit Bangla questionnaire. 
Sociodemographic variables included age, gender, marital 
status, residence, and name of the department of the 
respondents. D-Lit-Bangla consists of 20 items that specifically 
extract the knowledge about depression symptomatology, 
impact of depression and about its management.

The D-Lit Bangla was validated by Arafat et al. in 2017. The 
reliability of the D-Lit Bangla was measured by Cronbach’s 
alpha, which was found to be 0.77, reflecting acceptable internal 
consistency. Face validity, content validity and construct validity 
were assessed and found satisfactory at the time of validation of 
the instrument (Arafat et al. 2017). The instrument contains 20 
questions about depression with three response options (yes, 
no, don’t know) for each item. Single response from the three 
options of each item was indicated and recorded. Score ‘1’ was 
given for each correct answer. Wrong and don’t know answers 
were scored as ‘0’. Total scores were calculated by summing up 
the scores of 20 items. Thus, the scores of D-Lit Bangla ranged 
from 0–20.

Design and Processes: This descriptive cross-sectional study 
was conducted among the first year students of Jahangirnagar 
University (JU), Dhaka, Bangladesh between January and May 
2018. A total of 500 students were approached to be enrolled 
in the study. However, data were collected from a total of 306 
students who provided written informed consent. Face to 
face interviews were performed to collect data at residential 
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DISCUSSION

Depression Literacy in Bangladeshi Students

We aimed to evaluate the depression literacy status of a 
public university’s fresher students in Dhaka, Bangladesh. 
The study revealed poor literacy status in recognition of the 
psychotic symptoms of depression as well as the treatment 
aspects of depression (Table 1). The mean score of D-Lit was 
6.55 indicating a poor status in depression literacy among the 
students as the range of the scale is 0–20.

As a country, in Bangladesh, university students are the prime 
educated part of a society who are supposed to lead the rest. 
Adequate literacy in depression among them is beneficial to 
identify, treat and also to make critical decisions regarding 
depression for themselves as well as many others in the 
society. On the contrary, low literacy would be responsible for 
deleterious effects on themselves, on society as well as on the 
country. The study revealed an alarming depression literacy 
status among young educated emerging leaders of Bangladesh, 
which demands appropriate attention.

Comparison of the Knowledge about Depression with 
Other Groups

One previous comparative study reported that D-Lit was the 
highest among the medical graduates (D-Lit mean:11.19), 
followed by chronically ill patients (D-Lit mean = 9.59), private 
university graduates (D-Lit mean = 8.34) and depressed 
patients (D-Lit mean = 7.55) (Arafat et al. 2018b). The mean 
score of those 608 respondents was 9.19 measured by the same 
instrument, that is, D-Lit Bangla, with the same range, that is 
0–20 (Arafat et al. 2018b). Medical graduates revealed to have 
the highest literacy status among the four groups. Nevertheless, 
the status should have more improved as they are supposed 
to have academic studies, as well as clinical exposure during 
their graduation. Depressed patients were found to have the 
least D-Lit status, which thus signifies the poor promotional 
efforts of clinicians towards their patients during clinical 
consultations. Surprisingly, D-Lit status of chronic physically 
ill patients who were not under clinical services for depression 
was more than the depressed patient group. There was no 
reasonable explanation for the finding.

halls of the university. Initially, respondents were approached 
conveniently, consent was taken after explaining the study 
objectives and procedures. Following this, the main interview 
was conducted.

Data Analysis: After collection, the data were analysed using 
the Statistical Package for the Social Science version 16 (SPSS, 
Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) along with Microsoft Excel version 
2010. Data were analysed on the basis of the objective of the 
study focusing the level of D-Lit and descriptive analysis was 
done. The literacy status was assessed in terms of the mean 
and standard deviation of the items as well as total scale. Cross 
tabulation was performed to assess the relationship of D-Lit 
in respect of gender by Chi-square test, where the level of 
significance was set at p < 0.05.

Ethical Consideration: The study was approved from the 
ethical review committee of the department of Public Health 
& Informatics of JU. Data were collected anonymously and 
an informed written consent was taken from the respondents 
before collecting the data. Confidentiality of data as maintained 
and any unauthorized exposer to data was not possible.

RESULTS

Sample Characteristics: Initially, five hundred students from 
the first year were approached, and finally, three hundred 
and six students participated in the study. Among the 306 
respondents, 213 (69.6%) were male and 93 (30.4%) were 
female. Mean (± SD) age of the respondents was 19.7 (± 0.94) 
years ranging from 18 to 23 years.

Depression Literacy: The mean D-Lit score was 6.55 (95% 
CI = 6.31 to 6.89), which ranged from 0–12. The mean D-Lit 
score among males was 6.67 and among females it was 6.27. 
However, the difference was not statically significant, which 
was found by performing Student’s t-test (p = 0.13). For the 
frequencies of correct responses for each item, see Table 1. It 
shows that very few items (5 questions) were correctly identified 
by more than 50% participants. Those item topics were as 
follows: sleep change (76.7%), feeling of guilt (75.2%), low self-
esteem (81.8%), psychomotor changes (64.6%) and knowledge 
of depressed famous people (66.7%). On the other hand, a 
very small portion of the participants correctly identified the 
items regarding the psychotic symptoms (reckless behaviour, 
irrelevant speech, auditory hallucination) and management of 
depression (Table1).
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Table 1. Frequencies and percentages of correct responses on D-Lit Bangla items

Item Frequency Percentage

Biological Symptoms

Q6. Sleep disturbance 231 76.7%

Q7. Change in eating habit 75 24.7%

Cognitive Symptoms

Q2. Guilt feeling 227 75.2%

Q4. Self-esteem 248 81.8%

Q8. Impaired memory and attention 20 6.6%

Behavioral symptoms

Q9. Psychomotor changes 197 64.6%

Psychotic symptoms

Q5. Auditory hallucination 53 18.2%

Q1. Irrelevant speech 35 11.6%

Q3. Reckless behavior 39 13%

Impact of Depression 

Q11. Impairment due to mild depression 114 38.0%

Q12. Hospitalization 135 45.8%

Q13. Famous people 202 66.7%

Management 

Q10. Role of psychologist 66 22.3%,

Q20. Antidepressants sedative property 18 6.2%

Q18. Antidepressants addictive property 60 20.3%,

Q19. Duration of action 78 26.7%

Q17. Timing of stopping antidepressants 41 14.1%

Q16. Vitamin’s role 45 15.4%

Q15. Efficacy of counselling 128 43.4%

Q14. Other treatment options 13 4.3%
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the academic curriculum with harmonious implementation of 
public mental health or mental health promotional activities 
in policy level can be a foresighted step to improve the grave 
situation (Arafat 2017). Along with adequate clinical care, 
regular provision of educative materials to the visiting patients 
should be considered in the clinical setting of a country like 
Bangladesh.

LIMITATIONS

A good proportion of students (response rate 61.2%; non-
response rate 38.8%) refused to take part in the study that is 
a countable limitation of the current study. Students were 
reluctant to participate in the study. A token of appreciation 
could change the data collection in a positive direction. We 
faced financial constrains as it was a self-funded study with 
limited resources. Moreover, it was a cross-sectional study 
among a university first year students, which precludes to 
generalize the study results. Further, larger scale, longitudinal 
and interventional studies are necessary to generalize the 
observations.

CONCLUSIONS

The study revealed poor literacy status among the first-year 
university students of Bangladesh. Both male and female 
gender have similar status in depression literacy. The study 
suggests that urgent steps are warranted to improve depression 
literacy status among the specific group, which would reduce 
the sufferings of depression as well as to improve the quality 
of life.
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A study in India revealed the mean D-Lit score 13.21 (min = 6, 
max = 19), vis-à-vis the mean D-Lit score of the current study 
was 6.55 (min = 0, max = 12), which indicates the poorer D-Lit 
status among the current study respondents (Ram et al. 2016). 
Among the undergraduate students in Sri Lanka, the ability to 
recognize depression was found to be low (Amarasuiya et al. 
2015). In China, about 12% respondents were able to recognize 
depression in a given vignette (Wong et al. 2012). These 
differences can be explained by the different set-up of study, 
cultural construct of the respondents, different instruments, 
educational status of the respondents, educational system of 
the country, and the existing health promotional activities in 
the context.

Gender Difference of Depression Literacy

There was insignificant variation between the male and 
female students, which suggests that gender has a negligible 
role in depression literacy among the university students in 
Bangladesh. A study in India found that depression literacy was 
higher in females and it was positively associated with treatment 
compliance (Ram et al. 2016). Another study of British sample 
also revealed gender differences in health literacy status (Swami 
2012). Previous comparative study in Bangladesh didn’t address 
the gender issue (Arafat et al. 2018b).

Consequences of Poor Depression Literacy

Presently, adequate HL is a global prime concern (Arafat et al. 
2018a), which is supported by a study in Portugal that reported 
low level of literacy in depression was well-thought-out as 
a key barrier for help seeking in mental health issues during 
the perinatal period (Fonseca et al. 2017). Lower knowledge 
in depression with higher levels of stigma was found to be 
associated with mental disorders; also, they can acts as barriers 
to seeking help from professionals (Kiropoulos et al. 2011).

This poor literacy status in depression, might be the 
representation of overall mental health literacy status which 
can be explained by absence of such resources in the academic 
curricula in the country in any stages of study focusing the 
MHL. However, improving literacy (health, mental health, 
depression and others) in adolescence is supposed to progress 
the later life as they are used to bear their changed behaviour 
across the life (Arafat et al. 2018a). Multiple school-based 
involvements covering physical and mental health have been 
researched and found to improve the literacy as well as quality 
of life (Arafat et al. 2018a). Basic literacy (health, mental 
health, depression) components should be coordinated into 
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